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An arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (LE) Petrov-Galerkin finite elemen{technique is developed to
study nonlinear viscous fluids under large free surface wave motion. A review of the kinematics and
field equations from an arbitrary refe�ence is presented and since the major challenge of the ALE
description lies in the mesh rezoning algorithm, various methods, including a new mixed formulation,
are developed to update the mesh and lnap the moving domain in a more rational manner. Moreover,
the streamline-upwind/Petrov-Galerkin formulation is implemented to accurately describe highly
convective free surface flows. The effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated on a tsunami
problem, the dam-break problem where the Reynolds number is taken as high as 3000, and a
large-amplitude sloshing problem.

1. Introduction
Although the finite element method (FEM) is one of the most powerful and sophisticated
numerical techniques available, most of its early developments were applied to structural
analysis and it was not until the late 1960's that finite element techniques were applied to
potential flow problems. Recently, considerable finite element research is being devoted to
viscous flows, transport processes, fluid-structure interaction, compressible inviscid flows, and
free surface flows, among others. However, the application of finite element analysis to free
surface viscous flows, such as rock slides, snow avalanches, breaking of a dam or mine tailings
impoundments, and polymer processing flows (e.g. extrusion, coating, injection molding,
etc.), is still rudimentary. This paper is devoted to the development of arbitrary Lagr<;lngian
Eulerian (ALE) techniques for viscous flows with free surface.
The kinematic description (i.e. the relationship between the moving fluid and the finite
element grid) is extremely important in multidimensional fluid dynamics problems. Two
classical descriptions are used in continuum mechanics. The first is Lagrangian, in which the
mesh points coincide with the material particles. In this description, no convective effects
appear and this simplifies considerably the numerical calculations; moreover, a precise
definition of moving boundaries and interfaces is obtained. However, the Lagrangian descrip
tion does not handle satisfactorily the material distortions that lead to element entanglement.
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On the other hand, the second description is the Eulerian viewpoint, which allows strong
distortions without problems because the mesh is fixed with respect to the laboratory frame
and the fluid moves through it. However, this latter approach presents two important
f
drawbacks: (i) convective effects, which introduce �umerical dif iculties, adse due to the
relative movement between the grid and the particles; and (ii) sophisticated mathematical
mappings between the stationary and moving boundaries are required.
Because of the shortcomings of purely Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions, arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) techniques were developed, first in finite differences by Noh [40]
and Hirt et al. [16], among others, and then in finite elements by Donea et al. [11], Belytschko
and Kennedy (2), Hughes et al. [22], and Donea [9]. This new approach is based on the
arbitrary movement of the reference frame, which is continuously rezoned in order to allow a
precise description of the moving interfaces and to maintain the element shape. Convective
terms are still present in the ALE equations, but the ability to prescribe the mesh movement
may allow them to be reduced.
However, it is sometimes very difficult to optimize tpe mesh mapping and at the same time
decrease the convective velocities. In these cases, the grid rezoning has priority, and numerical
techniques are implemented to overcome the spurious spatial oscillations created by the
convective terms at moderate to high Peclet numbers. The non-selfadjoint nature of the finite
element equations, when the usual Galerkin formulation is used, produces oscillations, which
may be removed by a highly refined mesh, but the advantages of the FEM are then
diminished. Richtmyer and Morton (43] introduced the upwind differencing idea into the finite
difference method, and early works in upwinding techniques for finite elements include
(1, 14, 15, 19), among others. Lately, Donea [10] and Lobner et al. [36] have recommended a
Taylor-Galerkin approach for the convection-dominated equations, whereas Brooks and
Hughes [6), Hughes and Tezduyar [24], and Hughes avd Mallet [23] prefer a Petrov-Galerkin
formulation. Here, the Petrov-Galerkin approach is used because the Taylor-Galerkin
technique is difficult to apply to nonlinear convection-diffusion equations such as the
Navier-Stokes equations for non-Newtonian fluids. It is important to notice that the mesh
updating equations presented herein are of the pJre convective type. Hence, the mesh
rezoning equations are also formulated using the streamline-upwind/Petrov-Galerkin tech
nique.
The outline of the present paper is arranged as follows. First, the notation and kinematics
of the ALE description are introduced in order to derive the governing equations. The field
equations (continuity and equilibrium) are revised in referential form; then, mesh updating
equations are formulated. Once the partial equation� governing the fluid and mesh motions
are known, their finite element formulation is developed. This leads to a system of differential
equations which is solved by a predictor-multicorrect r algorithm. Finally, three free surface
f
flow problems are studied to demonstrate the effecti eness of the present development.
2. Kinematics in the ALE description

2.1. Review of the ALE description
Two classic viewpoints are considered to describe the motion of a continuous medium. The
first is Lagrangian, in which the material region and the coordinates of any point are denoted
2
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Differentiating this physical property with respect to t, holding X fixed (i.e. a material
derivative off**), and using the chain rule, we get
where
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and w is defined as the particle velocity with respect to the referential coordinates. Note that
standard indicial notation is adopted; lower-case subscripts denote the components of a tensor
and repeated indices imply summations over the appropriate range (number of spatial
dimensions in the particular case of the preceding equations). If the physical property is the
spatial coordinate x, ( 3) and (5) yield
and
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In the above equation, one can define the material velocity v and the mesh velocity v by
and

V; =

v; =

ax**
Ti
(X, t) I
x

(9a)

(x, t)I x ,

(9b)
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ax*

respectively . Therefore, (8) may be rewritten as
or
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ax*
v, + w. -'
'
iJ
i

(10)

Xi

(11)

where

(12)

is the convective velocity. Equations (10)-(12) were originally developed by Hughes et al .
[22] and they are the basis for the automatic mesh rezoning that will be discussed later.
Finally, substituting (12) into (5) and applying the chain rule yields the relationship between
the material time derivative and the referential time derivative:
af**
af*
(X, t)I x = at (x, t)I x +
at

C;

af
( x ).
ax; , t
4
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where w is the particle velocity viewed from the fixed reference, defined in (6), and n is the
outer normal to the surface of Vx (i.e. aVJ. Physically, (19) states that the rate of change of
G(t) is equal to the sum of the amount instantaneously created in Vx and the flux through the
boundary surface avx induced by the relative movement of the reference frame. The
particularizations of (19) to the Lagrangian and Euferian method are straightforward; set
x = X and w = 0 for the Lagrangian approach, and x = x with w = v for the Eulerian
approach.

3. Initial/boundary value problem

3.1. Field equations in the ALE method
To simplify the subsequent developments, the 'star' notation used to differentiate the three
domains (i.e. R x , R x , and Rx ) will be dropped. Appendix A presents the derivation of the
continuity and equilibrium equations in both Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions, making
use of (19) these equations in the referential form are

ap + apwi
l
=O
at x
dX;

+Ap av.' - atii +Apg;
wi axi - axi
A
ax.
]
J = det [
ax:

where

at ,

A av.I

P

x

in Rx ,

(20a)

in R x ,

(20b)

(20c)

p(x, t) = ]p(x, t),

(20d)

a

A
A OX;
T;i = J xk crki'

t

(20e)

p is the fluid density, g is the acceleration of gravity, and u and are the Cauchy and first
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors, respectively.
Equations (20) are seldom applied in finite element methods because the stress term in
(20b) presents similar difficulties as in the total Lagrangian formulation (i.e. a nonsymmetric
stress tensor or the computational burden created by the use of the second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor). Moreover, the constitutive relationship is usually written in terms of the Cauchy
stress. Therefore, another formulation is suggested [22].
The simplest approach for treating the stress term is to employ the Cauchy stress
formulation. The weak form of the field equations is obtained by integration over the spatial
region, Rx, instead of the referential one, Rx . However, all of the functions are written in
· terms of X, not x, because the reference is R x which does not coincide with Rx ; hence, the
mapping <I> is constantly needed to solve the continuity and equilibrium equations. In order to
simplify the mapping procedures, the time derivatives are kept in the referential form.
Substituting (13) into the Eulerian form of the continuity and equilibrium equations yields
6
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av;
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g
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The derivation of the above equations from (20) is given in Appendix A.
The origin of (21) and their similarity to the Eulerian equations have induced some authors
(2] to name this method the "quasi Eulerian" description. When implementing (21) for
path-dependent materials, it is important to remember the updating difficulties shown in
Section 2.2.
In the subsequent development, the viscous fluid is assumed to be isothermal and
barotropic (i.e. F(P, p )= 0) and that aPf ap = Blp, with Band P being the fluid bulk modulus
and pressure, respectively. The continuity equation (21a) may be rewritten as [35]

I

av;
1 aP
+ =O
Bat x ax

m Rx '

l

(22)

or, by introducing (13) in (22), as

aui
aP
_!_ aP
_!_
.
I + c.
+
=0 m R
x
B at x B
ax; aX;
l

·

(23)

REMARK 3.1. Equations (21) present a convective term; thus, one of the drawbacks of an
Eulerian formulation is still present in the ALE method. Nevertheless, the possibility of
choosing the mesh velocity,
allows one, in some cases, to reduce the convective velocity
enough to circumvent the associated numerical difficulties.

v,

3.2. Viscous free surface flow problem

The object here is to find the velocity and pressure fields satisfying (21b) and (22) and
certain specified boundary conditions. It is required that
u; = b;

o-;ini = h;

(24a)

on aR!,

on aR; ,

(24b)

where b and h are the prescribed boundary velocities and tractions, respectively;_ .n is the
outward normal to aRx , and aRx is the piecewise smooth boundary of the spatial domain, Rx .
Suppose that aRx admits the following decomposition:

(25a)

(25b)

with aR! and aR: being subsets of aRx . The superimposed bar in (25a) represents set closure
and 0 in (25b) symbolizes the empty set.
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Table 1
Some generalized Newtonian fluid models
Model 1
Newtonian
Power law
Truncated
Power Law
Carreau

lD viscosity

u'= 2m(V�2 tr-(D'
- -2 }_r_ 1D'

Y�Yo
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J.L = J Lo(i'li'or-l y;z.:yo
J.L J L,. = [l +( A. 2]<n- 1J12
y)
J.l.o-µ,,.
µ,,,,=O

Bingham

µ,

Herschel
and
Bulkley

u' = 2 µ,of)'

J.l.o =constant
• n-1
µ, =my

Carreau-A

= co 'T � 'To

J.L = J.Lp +'To li'
µ,
µ,

3D generalization

'T ;a,: 'To

=co 'T � 'To
n
=my -1 + 'To lf 'T ;a,: 'To

u' =2 µ, of)'
\/�2-tr- (D-'�2)..; Yo
2
D
u' = 2 J.1.o (V2 tr( ' )/i'or-l D' � Yo
µ,,,,}((1 + 2A2 tr( D'2)](n- t)/ 2D' + 2 µ,_D'

u' = 2 ( µ,0

u'= 2 J.1.o(l + 2A 2 tr(D'2)J<n 1>12v•
D' = 0 ! tr(u'2} � 'T�
2 ] D';;;. 'T�
�
u' =2 µ,P[l + 'T0/V� 2- t-=-r(- D�' )
2
=
D' 0 !tr(u' } � 'T�
u'= 2m(V2 tr(D'2))(n-iJD'
+2T IV2 tr(D' 2)D' ! tr(u'2) ;a,: 'T�
0

where u' and D' are the deviatoric part of the stress and stretch [i.e. HVv +vV)] tensors, respectively

The problem is not completely posed until a constitutive relationship (i.e. a relationship
between the Cauchy stress and/or its derivatives and the velocity and/or its derivatives) is
given. In Table 1 several generalized Newtonian models (see e.g. (4]) are presented. The
Cauchy stress tensor is defined as
(26a)

· - av '+ av,.

'Y;i - ax

I

ax

(26b)

and

I

where µ, is the dynamic viscosity which is shearrate-dependent. The finite element method
presented here is independent of the particular generalized Newtonian model chosen.
4. Automatic rezoning

4.1. Introduction

The possibility of arbitrarily moving the mesh in the ALE description is very interesting. At
the same time, the moving boundaries (which are material surfaces) can be tracked with the
accuracy characteristic of the Lagrangian methods and the mesh can conserve its regularity to
avoid element entanglement. However, this requires that an efficient algorithm be supplied for
updating the mesh displacements (d), velocities (6), and accelerations (a), principally on the
moving boundaries. Usually the rezoning techniques are based on heuristic developments and
only apply to the particular problems for which they were implemented.
The reference frame is fixed, but its movement with respect to the laboratory or the
8
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continuum is arbitrary, that is, the particle velocity viewed from the reference, w, and the
mesh velocity,
are chosen arbitrarily. However, these two velocities are interrelated by
(10); hence, once one of them is determined, the other is automatically fixed. It is important
to note that, if vis given, d and can be computed using difference formulas and there is no
need to evaluate w. On the other hand, if vis unknown but w is given, (10) must be solved to
evaluate before updating the mesh. Finally, mixed reference velocities can be given (i.e.
can be prescribed in some spatial direction(s) and w in the other(s)). It is obvious that finding
the 'best' choice for these velocities and an algorithm for _updating the mesh constitutes one of
w, or mixed)
the major problems with the ALE description. Depending on which velocity
is prescribed, three different cases may be studied.

v,

a

v

v

(v,

4.2. Mesh motion prescribed a priori

The case where v is given corresponds to an analysis where the domain boundaries are
known at every instant. Liu et al. [29] used a constant mesh velocity to reduce the transport
phenomenon in a pressure wave propagation problem, while Liu et al. (32] used simple ad-hoc
formulae to increase the density of elements where unknown functions vary abruptly. When
the material boundaries of the fluid domain have a known motion, the mesh movement along
this boundary is prescribed a priori. The rigid-body viscous fluid interaction problem studied
in [18] falls into this type of ALE problem.
4.3. Lagrange-Euler matrix method

The case where w is arbitrarily defined is a formalization of the method proposed by
Hughes et al. [22]. Let w be

(27)

where 8;j is the Kroneker delta and [ a;j] is the Lagrange Euler parameter matrix such that
a;j = 0 if i � j and ail is real (underlined indexes meaning no sum on them). In general, the a's
are spatial and time dependent; however they are usually taken as time independent.
Equation (27) imposes the condition that w is a linear function of the material velocity and it
was chosen because, if a;j = 8ij ' w = 0 and the Lagrangian description is obtained, whereas, if
a;j = 0, w = v and the Eulerian formulation is used. The Lagrange-Euler matrix needs to be
given once and for all at each grid point. It is important to notice that (27) presents some
disadvantages; for instance, while has a clear physical interpretation (i.e. the mesh velocity),
w is much more difficult to visualize (except perpendicular to material surfaces where it is
identically zero) and therefore it is very difficult to maintain regular shaped elements inside
the fluid domain by just prescribing the a 's. Because of this important drawback the mixed
formulation is introduced in the next section.
Since w is defined by (27), the other velocities are determined by (12 ) and (10), which
become, respectively,

v

(28 )
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ov =ow+ ap,

(39)

where ow is continuous in Rx and op is the discontinuous streamline upwind perturbation; '6p
is assumed smooth in the element interior. It can be shown [6) that weighting the convective
term with '6v, defined by (39), is equivalent to introducing an added artificial diffusivity.
However, ov must be applied to all terms in the equation; otherwise, an inconsistent weighted
residual formulation would result. The variational equation resulting from (21b) is
av. +
av. a ai
fRx '6w [p -'
I
pc.-' - - - pg. J dR x
at x
ax.
ax.

�J
I

+ L.
e

R!

J

i

J

I

J

av.
av. · aaii
' - - - pg J dR =0
& p.1 [p -' I +pc.J
OX-J
ax.J
'
X
'
iJ/ X

(40)

which, together with the constitutive equation (26) and the natural boundary conditions (24b)
yields

_ { a(&w;) P dR + { !!:. [ a(ow;) + a(owi)] [ av; + avi dR
]
x JRX 2
axJ
axI
axJ
ax.l
"'
JRX ax.I
o
.

S:

- Le JR!
{ ap.' iJax<f;i dRx - Le J{R! '6v.pg
/

I

i

'

{ h '6w;h; dS = 0 .
dRx - JaR
X

(41)

The influence of the perturbation, '6p, on the diffusive term, iJa/ axi , is neglected pursuant to
the extensive discussion given by Hughes and Brooks [20). Under this circumstance and from
( 41) one can note that the perturbation affects only the fluid mass, the convective, and the
body force terms, and does not influence the viscous, the pressure, and the boundary force
terms.
Finally, the integral equation associated with the mesh updating formulas (30) or (35b) is
obtained using. again the streamline-upwind/Petrov-Galerkin method, where the weighting
functions, '6x, are considered to be composed of both the continuous interpolation functions
and the perturbation functions. However, these equations are of the pure convection type;
therefore, following the method presented by Hughes and Tezduyar (24), (30) becomes

(42a)

and (35b) yields

0 vi - vi
ax;
) ·
J
Ji ox. (v. - -;;--:-:
fR '6x I dR - Ji ox �
J - dRx ' '
ll w. dRx = 0 .
Jll
at x
x. R
x

I

x

I

L.

j=l

A;;

-A

j1'i
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A more detailed description of 3x for each rezoning technique may be found in Appendix B.
In general, (42b) can be used to update the finite element mesh but to enhance the
computational efficiency, ( 42b) is used only on the free surface while simple techniques are
implemented in the interior of the domain, see for instance the flow of a fluid over a dry bed
or the sloshing problems presented here.
REMARK 5.1. Both the continuity and equilibrium equations must be mapped into the spatial
domain for integration; see (38) and (41). However, the mesh updating equations are already
written in referential form and thus the associated variational equations are integrated over
the fixed reference; see (42).
REMARK 5.2. The discontinuous streamline upwind perturbation function, 3p, is written as

[6]

3P;

a(3w;) cj k
axi �'

(43)

where the artificial diffusivity, k, may be defined using a spatial criterion [6]
(44a)
or a temporal criterion [24]
(44b)

'
c p
-:r;-

with

h
€ !

C(€

ii

cotgh(a"' ) - 1/a"' ,

c"'h"'p

-:r;-.

'Y/

C(

(45a)
(45b)

6. Matrix equations and predictor-multicorrector algorithm

The spatial discretization of the integral equations (38), (41), and (42) leads to the
following system of partial differential equations:
(46a)
Ma+ 71(v) + Kµ,v - GP= r

xi

,

(46b)

Mv + i,(x) - Mv o ,

(46c)
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where the superscript 't' denotes matrix transpose; M P, M, and M are the generalized mass
matrices for pressure, velocity, and mesh velocity, respectively; -r(, 'YI, and 17 are the
generalized convective terms for pressure, velocity, and mesh velocity;rxi is the total external
load vector applied on the fluid; Kµ. is the fluid viscosity matrix; G is the divergence operator
matrix; v, P, and v are the vectors of unknown nodal values for velocity, pressure, and mesh
velocity, respectively; and P and a are the time derivative of the pressure and the material
velocity holding the reference fixed. The definitions for these matrices and vectors are given in
Appendix B. Note that (46c) is the matrix form of (42b) if the updating surface is a material
surface, which usually is the case.
The predictor-multicorrector algorithm presented by Liu and Gvildys [33] is used to solve
(46a) and (46b). Once the pressure and velocity fields are computed, (46c) is solved again
using a predictor-multicorrector algorithm. This implies that an important numerical over
burden is created, because the loop for solving (46c) is inside the main loop for computing the
pressure and particle velocity fields (i.e. (46a) and (46b)). However, it is important to notice
that in order to suppress any 'diffusion' between Lagrangian and Eulerian nodes (see (22]),
the Lobatto integration is employed to obtain (46c), thus Mis diagonal and the resolution of
(46c) is explicit.
Finally, it should be noted that, in order to increase. the numerical efficiency of the
computer code, variable time stepping can be implemented. The limits for the time increments
may be found in [7]. The equilibrium equation for a viscous fluid is of the advection-diffusion
type; the time step is determined by the diffusion, advection, and Courant-Friedrichs-Levy
(CFL) conditions, with c being the convective velocity. However, for the mesh updating
equation, which is a pure advection process, the CFL condition is the only one to be applied
with (o;i - a;i)vi as the components of the convective velocity.

REMARK 6.1. For the Lagrange-Euler matrix method with a Galerkin formulation, the
particular nature of (46c) allows its simplification to (see Appendix C )

Mv = Mv - (Lv)x,

(47)

where L is a banded third-order matrix that can be computed after reading the data, stored,
and used in every time step, as well as the generalized mass matrix, M, which is also diagonal;
recall that these matrices are obtained after integration over the referential domain (Remark
5.1) which is, by definition, fixed in time. This saves considerable computer time because
there is no need to create any matrix for the mesh updating equation at every time step and
iteration. The size of Lis NMEQ x MAXMN x NSD, where NMEQ is the number of mesh
equations (a mesh equation exists when, at a given node and spatial dimension, the mesh
motion is not prescribed ); MAXMN is the maximum difference, for all elements, between two
equation numbers corresponding to nodes in the same element; and NSD is the number of
spatial dimensions. The size of Mis simply NMEQ.
7. Numerical examples

In this section the ALE formulation is applied to three different engineering problems. The
first one is a numerical model of propagation of long waves ('tsunamis') onto a shelf, i.e. the
15
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reflection, transmission, and propagation of the wavJs on the shelf. The results are compared
to other numerical solutions and to experimental results with good agreement in both cases.
The second example is an attempt to model the breaking of a dam or more generally a
non-Newtonian flow with large free surface motion. his problem, which has an approximate
f
solution for an inviscid fluid flowing over a perfec frictionless bed, presents a formidable
challenge when this solution is applied to mine tailings embankments. Attempts have been
made to study this problem [26) or similar ones [5), btit too many assumptions are necessary in
both the flow model and the material characterization. Here the finite element method allows
a complete integration of the field equations and the use of constitutive models better suited to
tailings. Nevertheless, some applications require simA ifications that offer room for subsequent
improvement.
In the last example, forced horizontal oscillatio�s are imposed to evaluate the sloshing
response of a water pool. The nonlinear treatment of the free surface motion yields good
comparisons between the numerical results and experimental tests, and moreover, large wave
heights, amounting approximately to 50% of the depth of the container, are easily modeled.

7.1. Propagation of long waves-tsunamis

Tsunamis or tidal waves are long waves (i.e. waves with lengths that are large compared to
the depth of water in which they are propagating) usually generated by earthquakes. Figure
2(a) shows a schematic section of the continental slope off the coast of California, and Fig.
2(b) presents a finite element modeling of this problem after scaling by characteristic
quantities [13]. Notice that in the dimensionless �roblem the continental slope may be
approximated by a step. Several events may be distinguished in this problem; first, the
propagation of the incident wave towards the shelf in a constant-depth ocean; then, the
creation of the reflected and transmitted waves when the incident wave hits the step; and
finally, the propagation of these new waves in constant-depth domain.
The propagation of a solitary wave over a consta�t depth is first studied. Shallow water
theory [46] is the classical approach to this problem, but Hughes et al. [22] applied the ALE
method with good comparisons between both models. Moreover, the ALE technique with two
elements in depth was more consistent with the experimental results because the dispersion
emanating from the back of the wave in the previo�s numerical examples was considerably
reduced; see Figs. 3 and 4. Here the same problem is studied; that is, the wave is generated by
prescribing the displacement history at the left-hand 'boundary of the fluid domain:
where

d1

c; t - )]
2;! [ 1 + tanh (
4 ,

(48a)

c = Yg( D + 17)
K

(48b)

= y317/4D,

(48c)

g = 1, L = 949.095, D = 10, 17 = 0.86, and 6.t = 1.7888. Along all boundaries except the free

surface, perfect sliding is assumed (shear stress equal to zero) because the fluid is inviscid. In
I
this problem both ALE techniques, the Lagrangian-Euler matrix method and the mixed
formulation, are equivalent because an Eulerian description is chosen in the horizontal
16
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of water, initially at rest, over a hprizontal frictionless bed. Because of the differences
between Ritter's solution and experimental data, Dressler (12] and Whitham [48] introduced
the effect of the bed resistance; the fbrmer employed a perturbation technique based on the
Chezy empirical resistance constant, !while the latter used the Pohlhausen method which is
usually applied in boundary layer p�oblems. These solutions were enhanced by numerical
techniques which accounted for slopi?g beds and finite reservoirs ([8, 26, 45] among others).
In every case, the downstream boundary condition was solved by introducing a small, but
finite, depth of still fluid, by enforcing Whitham's tip solution, or by assuming that the entire
tip region moves as a rigid body. However, the most important characteristic of all of the
solutions is that they are based on shallow water theory (i.e. the Saint Venant equations; e.g.
[46]).
In shallow water theory the rate ot energy dissipation is uniquely related to the boundary
shear and expressed in the same way Js in steady uniform flow. This boundary friction term is
used to match analytic and experimental results, and the relationship may be written as

I

(49)

2

fo + f1 v + fii ,

where v is the average velocity in the channel section and /0 , /i , and /2 denote the static,
laminar, and turbulent friction, respectively. In classical water flooding analyses, /0 and /1 are
zero, while /2 is related to the Chezy coefficient. Jeyapalan [26] studied Newtonian laminar
flow by prescribing /0 and /2 as zero and relating /1 to the viscosity; then he extended his
analysis to Bingham materials by prescribing /0 as a function of the yield stress. Finally,
Brugnot and Pochet [5] computed /0 , /1 and /2 experimentally for snow avalanches and
concluded that the stop length of the avalanche is highly sensitive to these coefficients. Other
assumptions inherent to the Saint Venant equations are that the velocity distribution over a
cross-section is essentially uniform and that the streamline curvature is small (i.e. parallel flow
and hence the pressure distribution with depth is hydrostatic).
In this study the dam-break problem is solved without the restraints imposed by shallow
water theory; two problems are discussed: flow over a still fluid (FSF) and flow over a dry bed
(FDB). In both cases the accuracy of the ALE finite element approach is checked by solving
the inviscid case, which has an analytical solution in shallow water theory; then, other viscous
cases are studied and discussed.
The dimensionless problem is defined by employing the following characteristic dimensions:
the length scale is the height of the dam, H, over the dry bed or the surface of the downstream
still fluid; the characteristic velocity, vifl, is chosen to scale velocities; and pgH is the
pressure scale. The characteristic time is arbitrarily taken as the length scale over the velocity
scale, i.e. y}[Tg.
Consequently, if the fluid is Newtonian, the only dimensionless parameter associated with
the field equations is the Reynolds number, Re = H'\{gH!v, where vis the kinematic viscosity.
However, this problem is governed by several other parameters besides Re; for instance, the
slope of the dam, the height of the still fluid, and the type of non-Newtonian model employed.
A complete parametric analysis may be found in Huerta [17], where the influence of the
previous physical parameters and other numerical constants is discussed.
Apart from the classical difficulties associated with the resolution of the free surface and the
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids, the dam-break problem presents some
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generated by a Reynolds number of 30 and the clear influence in this case of the viscous
energy dissipation, while at Re = 3000, which is an extremely high value, the free surface
displacements are more similar to those of the reference case or even the inviscid case,
because all of the shearing is reduced to a small boundary layer. For the highest value of the
Reynolds number, seven elements in depth were necessary to capture the boundary layer.
Next, several non-Newtonian cases are studied. In brder to avoid comparisons with a lot of
material parameters, simplifications of the Carreau and Herschel Bulkley models (see Table
1) are employed, i.e. the Carreau-A and the Bingham models, respectively. The latter model
is, in fact, transformed into a biviscous material with an extremely high initial viscosity
because of the numerical impossibility to prescribe infinite viscosities; this is a classic _
technique employed, for example, by O'Donovan and Tanner (41] and Keentok et al. [28].
The one-dimensional viscosity equations for the Oarreau-A and Bingham materials are,
respectively,
and

µ., = µ.,o[l + (Ay)2] <n-1)12

(50)

if T :s:;; To ,
_ 1000µ.,
µ., - { µ., + TPl'Y if T � T
o '
o
p

(51)

where µ.,, y, and T are the absolute viscosity, shear rate, and shear stress, respectively; µ.,0 , A,
and n are zero-shear-rate viscosity, a time constant, and the dimensionless power-law index
for the Carreau-A model; and µ.,P and T0 are the plastic viscosity and the plastic yield stress for
4
the Bingham model. Equation (50) is plotted in Fig. 13 for µ.,0 = 1 x 10 Pa· s (the lowest
=
viscosity studied), A 5 s, and three values of n. At n = 1.0 the behavior is Newtonian, and
for decreasing n the shear thinning is increased. Because no fluid has been found that would
exhibit more shear thinning than that corresponding to n = 0.2 [47], this value is chosen to
study the influence of shear thinning, and an average value, i.e. n = 0.6, between the
Newtonian case and the extreme case of n = 0.2 is als? analyzed. Figure 13 also shows the two
3
Bingham models studied; in both cases the yield stress is prescribed to be 1 x 10 Pa, while the
2
3
plastic viscosity is taken as either 1 x 10 Pa· s or 1 x 10 Pa· s; in fact, the values of
3
3
To = 1 x 10 Pa and µ.,P = 1 x 10 Pa · s were used in the reference case chosen by Jeyapalan

(26].

The computed free surfaces for different times and the previous generalized Newtonian
fluids are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. It is important to point out that the results obtained with
the Carreau-A model and n = 0.2 are very similarl to those of the Newtonian case with
2
Re = 300, whereas for the Bingham material with f-tb = 1 x 10 Pa· s the free surface shapes
resemble more closely those associated with Re = 3000; this is expected because the range of
1
shear rate for this problem is from O up to 20 30 s- • It should also be noticed that both
Bingham cases present larger oscillations at the free surface and that even for the µ.,P =
1 x 103 Pa· s case the flooding wave moves faster than that for the Carreau models. Two main
reasons can explain such behavior; first, unless uneconomical time-steps are chosen, oscilla
tions appear in the areas where the fluid is at rest because of the extremely high initial
viscosity (1000 µ.,P); second, the larger shear rates occur at the tip of the wave, and it is in this
area that the viscosity suddenly drops at least two orders of magnitude, creating numerical
oscillations. This behavior is also present in the flow over a dry bed (FDB) problem.
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7.3. Large-amplitude sloshing

The complexity of seismic fluid-structure interaction problems is often accentuated by the
free surface motion, in particular when studying the sloshing response of liquid-filled tanks,
fuel storage pools, and nuclear reactor systems. The sloshing behavior is determined with a
rigid-wall assumption when an uncoupled approach between fluid and structure is chosen
[3, 33, 37, 49], or when overflow of liquid during an earthquake in fuel storage pools is studied
[391. Lagrangian updating techniques with some modifications to avoid excessive mesh
distortions [421 have been implemented but either the time-step constraints are too severe, or
the wave amplitudes are small (approximately 1 % of the depth). Here, the ALE description is
used to study large-amplitude sloshing (in the order of 50% of the depth).
The two-dimensional rigid container has a depth D and a width W, it is excited by an
acceleration
g, = Ag sin(wt),

(52)

where g, w, and t are the acceleration of gravity, circular frequency, and time, respectively,
and A is an arbitrary constant governing the amplitude of the excitation. After scaling the
problem using D as the characteristic length, ygl5 as the velocity scale, and pgD as the
characteristic pressure, the governing dimensionless parameters are

a = DIW,

A,

w = wy75Tg

and

w

Re = DygD Iv ,

(53)

where a is associated with the geometry, A and are the parameters defining the excitation,
Re is the classical Reynolds number, and vis the kinematic viscosity.
In order to compare the numerical results with the experimental tests described in [39} the
following values are prescribed; D=0.3 m, W=0.8m, A=0.01 (lOGal) for the first mode
and 0.03 (30 Gal) for the third mode, and µ, = 10- 3 Pa· s (water). Due to the almost inviscid
nature of the fluid, perfect frictionless boundaries are assumed between liquid and tank. The
finite element mesh consists of 441 (21 x 21) constant pressure elements, thus 484 nodes are
used. The Petrov-Galerkin formulation is used for the equilibrium equation. On the free
surface, a Lagrangian description is used in the vertical direction, and the vertical mesh
velocity for the interior elements varies linearly with depth. An Eulerian description is chosen
in the horizontal direction everywhere. The time step for the first sloshing mode analysis is
taken equal to 11/30, i.e. 60 time steps per cycle if the impressed frequency is 0.91 Hz.
After ten cycles the maximum wave height is measured and Fig. 24 shows its variation with
frequency. The resonance frequency obtained (0.89 ± 0.01 Hz) compares well with the ex
perimental tests (0.88 Hz), finite element analysis (0.898 Hz), and Houssner's theory
(0.902 Hz), results reported in [39). Figure 25 presents two instantaneous configurations of the
domain and the streamlines; it is interesting to notice the vertical motion of the free surface at
the center of the tank where the vertical material velocity is always equal to zero. The same
phenomena is observed in Fig. 26 where the free surface is plotted at 12 different instants for
one cycle, Muto et al. [391 show similar figures which are photographs of the liquid motion
taken with slow shutter speeds. These nonlinearities which are caused by the convective term
in the mesh updating equation, are also clear in Fig. 27, where the vertical motion of the wave
at the tank wall is plotted. Notice that both nodes at opposite sides of the tank have a phase
34
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Fig. 28. Instantaneous domain configurations and streamlines for the third sloshing mode at (a) t = n2'11' (b) wt= n2'11'.

1r

12, and

Figure 29 presents 12 instantaneous free surfaces at the fifteenth cycle, and again, the
nonlinear treatment of the free surface. accounts for the vertical motion of the points that have
zero vertical material velocity. The good agreement obtained betwee.n the experimental results
and the numerical model indicates that the ALE technique presented here may be used for
fluid-structure interaction analysis with large boundary motion.
1 5�-------------------

0.5

Input Acc. = 0.03g

f = l.67 Hz

0.0+----------.,_____________,
1.33
2.67
0.00

x,/D

Fig. 29. Instantaneous free surfaces for one cycle-third sloshing mode.
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8. Conclusions

This paper illustrates the application of the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian techniques to
free surface viscous flows. Because of the use of a pressure velocity mixed formulation and the
improvements in accuracy of the streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin techniques, the compu
ter program is implemented on an IBM AT personal computer in single pre.cision. Moreover,
various updating methods are developed, including a new mixed formulation which is able to
map the moving domain in a more rational manner. A special feature of this method is the use
of a streamline-upwind/Petrov-Galerkin formulation for the mesh updating equation. Clear progress has been obtained in the numerical mode.ling of the tsunami, large amplitude sloshing, and dam break problems. The latter also incorporates the non Newtonian behavior
of the material. In conclusion, the ALE method allows an efficient and accurate. description of
large free surface motions. This is not the case in the pure Eulerian or Lagrangian
descriptions.
Appendix A. Conservation of mass and momentum in referential form

A.1. Conservation of mass (equation. of continuity)

The interest here is to derive the principle. of mass conservation in referential form.
Consider an arbitrary volume Vx fixed in the referential domain, Rx, and bounded by the
surface avx; the medium is continuous and with a density p(x, t). In fact, using classical
transformation of coordinates between the volume Vx and its spatial, Vx , and material, Vx ,
representations, one can write that at time t the total mass in Vx is

(A.l)

where

p(x, t) = }p(x, t),

(A.2a)

°

p (X, t0 ) = Jp(x, t),

{A.2b)

[ax.]

(A.2d)

A

[ax.]

{A.2c)

J=det -' ,

J =det

ax;

ax.
J

.

The principle of mass conservation states that the local rate of increase of the total mass in
the volume

iJMl iJ t x

f a{Jl

Jvx at x

d.Q

(A.3a)

x

must be equal, if no mass is created or destroyed inside V , to the rate of inflow of mass
x
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through the bounding surface avx , namely

- f pw · ii dSx .

(A.3b)

Javx

Hence,

(A.4)

where Ji is the outward unit normal to av .
x
Equation (A.4) can be deduced directly from (A.1) using the following procedure. The total
rate of change (i.e. material time derivative) of the mass contained in the material volume Vx
at t0, which occupies at time t the referential volume Vx , must b� zero. Thus, from (A.1),

aM - a
at I x - iJt I x Jvxf Po dllx -- iUa I x )vf x P an
A

-- o '

X

(A.5)

and using the Reynolds transport theorem in referential form (see (19) in Section 2.3)
equation (A.4) is obtained:

iJM

at

I x =)vf iJpat I x dJlx + lavf pw. ,i dSx =0.
x

x

Using now the divergence theorem, the previous equation may be rewritten as

(A.4)

(A.6)

and since the integral in (A.6) vanishes identically for any arbitrary choice of volume Vx, the
integrand must vanish at every point in the referential domain; hence, the continuity equation
in referential form is obtained

I

iJp + iJ pw; = 0
,. x
,.
at
ux;

10
.

Rx

.

If the Lagrangian description is used, the preceding equation is transformed using

x=X,

to ,,.

w

=

iJpJI =0 or
i)t x

O,

pl

[ax.]

A

J=J=det -'
ax.

= 0
p

J

in R x .

·

On the other hand, if the Eulerian description is taken,
x

=

x,

w = v'

}= 1,

p p,
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p=p

O

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.IO)
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and

opu-; o
iJp + =
[
at x
ax;

10

R

(A.11)

x '

where (A.9) and (A.11) are the two classical forms of the continuity equation, see [38].
Hughes et al. [22] used a different form of the continuity equation which can be obtained
directly from (A.1) after differentiating with respect to time holding X fixed,

aMI = a
p d.0 =0
dl -� iU x vx
x
'

If

using the classical Reynolds t ransport theorem and the divergence theorem
or

dV;
i)p + p - + U; ] d.Qx = 0.
f.vx [ i)i)tp l "
dX;
dX;

(A.12a)

(A.12b)

(A.12c)

Observing that the first two terms yield the material derivative of p and using (13), equation
(A.12c) becomes

f

v.

p
adi
[-

I

ou;

op

+ C; - + p - ] d.Qx = 0 ,
x
ax i
ax,

and since Vx is arbitrarily chosen, it follows

ap
-

I

dt �

av.
ap
+ c; + p -' = 0 in R x .
OX;

dX;

(A.12d)

(A.13)

A.2. Conservation of momentum (equilibrium equation)
Using the same definitions as in the conservation of mass, the principle of conservation of
momentum states that the total rate of change of the total momentum of the medium
occupying at time t the referential volume Vx,

:Ct [x

l>(x, t)v(x, r) dflx,

(A,1411)

is equal to the net force exerted on it
'

(A .14b)

where i is the force per unit area acting on the surfa
ce avx of the volume v , and g 1s
· the bo d y
.
·
torce p�r m·t Of mass actm
V
m
·
The
force
on
�
the
�
defor
med spatial ;urface per unit of
•
referential area, t, may be written asx a function of
the first p1· 01a- K'irehhoff stress tensor T and
·
•
thc outward unit normal. n, to the referential surfa
ce as
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(A.15)
It should be noted that the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is defined here in the referential
sense, i.e. it is defined with respect to the fixed referential domain. Moreover, t is related to
the Cauchy stress tensor u and to the first Piola Kirchhoff stress tensor in its classical sense r 0
(i.e. defined with respect to the material surface at t0 ) by the fact that all of them give the
same force on the deformed surface, dSx , but use different exterior unit normals and unit
surfaces, namely
(fi • T) dSx = (n • u) dSx

(k

0

•

T 0 ) dSx ,

(A.16a)

or (see [38])
(A.16b)
(A.16c)
where n and n ° are the exterior unit normals to the deformed surface dS-" and to the material
surface at time t0 dSx, re.spectively.
Substituting (A.15) into (A.14) and using the. divergence theorem to transform the surface
integral into a volume integral, one gets
I {
:
vt x )v

x

d!lx = { [ � j, + P8;] d!lx.
)vx
vxj
T
A

(JV,

(A.17)

The right-hand side in the above equation is transformed using the Reynolds transport
theorem and the divergence theorem into

J, [ a{>vi I + awiw,] d!l
vX
at X
axJ
x

which is reduced to

-J,

vX

atj, + pg.
A ] ct.a
[x· x•
I
a

(A.18)

(A.19)
).
"

after noticing that Vx is arbitrarily chosen. Equation (A.19) can further be simplified by using
the continuity equation, i.e. (A.7); and finally, the equilibrium equation in referential form
may be written as
(A.20)
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The particularizations of the above equation to the Lagrangian and Euler:an descriptions
are easily obtained after the corresponding substitutions, i.e. (A.8) and (A.10), are made. In
the Lagrangian form one gets
because

t=T

0

(A.21)

In the Eulerian form

•

- +

at

V
P iJ ; I x

v

P ;

O ; - iJ�i
---+
V
ax ax. pg;

(A.22)

J

J

since T = u. Equations (A.21) and (A.22) may be found in [38}.
The formulation used in [22] is readily obtained once we notice, from (A.16a), that

f

and that

Jvx

i, ·

t dSx = Jvf x n · u dSx

Hence, (A.18) is re written as

f 1-1[ iJP

U;

Jvx

iJt

I

X

+

dWj ()U ;

ax.I

]

(A.23a)

'

d.Q

x

=

f [ iJU;; l pg .1-1] d{l .
ax
A

Jvx

J

,

x

(A.23b)
(A.24)

In the above equation the integral disappears because Vx is arbitrary; moreover, the
right-hand side of (A.24) is simplified using the continuity equation, i.e. (A.7), and the
referential density, p, disappears because of (A.2a); thus,

I

av;
ot .t

p --;-

avi
vX;

auji
+
vX; pgi

+ PW;-;-= -;--

.

m Rx.

(A.25)

Employing the chain rule and (13) in Section 2.1, and using the symmetry of u, it follows
OU;

p--;ut

I

.t

av;

OU;;

+ pci - = - + pgi
iJ

Xi

iJ

Xi

m Rx.

(A.26)

Appendix B. Definition of element matrices and vectors

The matrices necessary to solve the continuity, equilibrium, and mesh updating equations
are presented herein. The sum over elements is interpreted as the assembling of the element
contributions; Na , Na , and N: are the continuous eiement shape functions for velocity, mesh
velocity, and pressure at node 'a', respectively, and k is the the artificial diffusivity. The
continuity equation is

(B.1)
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where

(B.2a)

{
7 (P)=

L 71Pe '

(B.2b)

71 Pe = [.,,,P] ,

(B.3a)

(B.3b)

(B.4a)

G=LG",
and

l�a,b�NEPN,
J=(a-l)NEPN
J = (b - 1)NEPN
with 1 �c �NEN ,
1 � m � NSD,
M = (c -1) NEN + m

(B.4b)

(B.5)

where NEPN, NEN, and NSD are the number of element pressure nodes, the number of
velocity nodes per element, an d the number of spatial dimensions, respectively. The equilib
rium equation is
Ma+ 71(v)+K,..v-GP=rxt,
(B.6)
where
M=LM"'
M" = [M11],
(B.7a)

f (

iJNa - c,.
Mu = J R 8;; Na + ax,. k llcll2 ) pNb dRX '
1
.,,<v> =

L ,,,. ,

,,, .. = [Thl,

(B.7b)

(B.8a)

(B.8b)
ext

f1 = LR� p (Na

+

iJN0
ax,, k

c,.

llcll2

I= (a - 1) NEN + i
.h
J = (b - 1)NEN + j wit

B={Bt ···Ba ···BNEN ] '

) gi dRX'

1 � i, j, m, n �NSD,
1 �a, b � NEN ,
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It should be noted that x3 is the only unknown that defines the free surface which is assumed
material (i.e. w3 = 0). Substituting (B.16) into (37) yields

(B.17)
Define
(B.18a)
(B.18b)
(B.18c)
and the convective term in the updating mesh equation can be shown to be
(B.19)

Appendix C. Galerkin formulation for the Lagrange-Euler matrix method
For the Lagrange-Euler matrix method with a Galerkin formulation the system of partial
differential equations governing the mesh rezoning is
Mv+ iJ(x)-Mv

=

(C.1)

O.

Similarly to Hughes et al. [22] the integration over the referential domain is done using the
Lobatto rule in order to suppress 'diffusion' between Lagrangian and Eulerian nodes.
Moreover, it should be noted that the referential domain is fixed in time and therefore the
generalized mass matrix is constant and equal to
(C.2a)
(C.2b)

(C.2c)
where the same notation is used the as in Appendix A; and J0 and w0 are the Jacobian and
weight factor, respectively, associated to the 'a' node. Moreover, the convective term in (C.l)
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can be transformed to a third-order banded tensor by
with

where

11(x) = (iv)x,

i ="ii i! '

(C.4a)

e

af..lb(a)
Vn(a),
l0 w08/8mn - a mn (a)) d
Xm

J=(a-l)NEN+i
J = ( b- 1) NEN + j

(C.3)

with

(C.4b)

(C.4c)

l�i,j,m,n�NSD,
1 � a, b �NEN .

(C.5)

af..lb (a)
d
Xm

(C.6)

K varies between one and the number of element variables; and a(a.), N1, (a), and v(a) are the
particularizations of the Lagrange-Euler matrix, mesh element shape function, and material
velocity, respectively, to the node 'a'. Thus, the third-order banded tensor L, constant in time,
may be defined by (C.4a) and
where

�
LJJK

Ja wa8/Smn - amn(a))

I= (a - 1)NEN + i
J = ( b-1) NEN + j with
K=(a-l)NEN+n

1 � i, j, m, n � NSD ,

1�a. b�NEN.

I

Hence, the mesh updating equation (C.1) may be rewritten as
Mv = Mv - (iv)x

(C.7)
(C.8)

where. i and M can be computed after reading the data, store.d and used in every time step.
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